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ABSTRACT
A number of projects are creating searchable digital libraries
of printed books. These include the Million Book Project,
the Google Book project and similar efforts from Yahoo and
Microsoft. Content-based on line book retrieval usually re-
quires first converting printed text into machine readable
(e.g. ASCII) text using an optical character recognition
(OCR) engine and then doing full text search on the re-
sults. Many of these books are old and there are a variety
of processing steps that are required to create an end to end
system. Changing any step (including the scanning process)
can affect OCR performance and hence a good automatic
statistical evaluation of OCR performance on book length
material is needed. Evaluating OCR performance on the en-
tire book is non-trivial. The only easily obtainable ground
truth (the Gutenberg e-texts) must be automatically aligned
with the OCR output over the entire length of a book. This
may be viewed as equivalent to the problem of aligning two
large (easily a million long) sequences. The problem is fur-
ther complicated by OCR errors as well as the possibility of
large chunks of missing material in one of the sequences. We
propose a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based hierarchical
alignment algorithm to align OCR output and the ground
truth for books. We believe this is the first work to automat-
ically align a whole book without using any book structure
information. The alignment process works by breaking up
the problem of aligning two long sequences into the problem
of aligning many smaller subsequences. This can be rapidly
and effectively done. Experimental results show that our hi-
erarchical alignment approach works very well even if OCR
output has a high recognition error rate. Finally, we eval-
uate the performance of a commercial OCR engine over a
large dataset of books based on the alignment results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Efforts like Google Books, the Million Book Project and
similar projects from Yahoo and Microsoft aim to provide
searchable digital libraries of printed books. The aim of
these digital libraries is to provide easy access to library
material. The basic system involves rapidly scanning large
amounts of printed books, processing the scanned images,
converting the imaged text into ASCII using an optical char-
acter recognition system (OCR) and then indexing and re-
trieving the OCR output using a text retrieval system. Many
of these books are old (out of copyright material) with a
variety of different problems and a number of processing
steps are required to before OCR can be run effectively on
them. Such problems include noise, variable ink, bleed-
through, markings by users which cause erroneous OCR
results, books with tight bindings so that the edge of the
printed material is not scanned properly. In a large digital
library, books have varied and sometimes complicated lay-
outs introducing further errors. OCR engines are not very
effective when the background [20, 2] is colored especially
if the color is not uniform. This color may be inherent or
may arise because the page has become colored and faded
with age. The scanning process may itself introduce errors.
To create large digital libraries with reasonable costs and in
a reasonable amount of time requires rapid scanning which
can cause blurred, cropped or skewed pages as well as missed
or duplicated pages. Sometimes there may be 10 or 15 pages
in sequence which may have been missed or duplicated.
To obtain the highest possible recognition accuracies in a
large robust digital library, many processing steps must be
carried out before the OCR engine is actually applied. A
few examples include image rectification, cleanup, deskew-
ing and deblurring. 1. Any modifications in even a single
1While sometimes commercial OCR packages include these
(a)
(b)
Figure 1: Examples of OCR outputs on scanned images. The word printed on the top right corner of each
rectangle is the OCR output for that word image
one of these processing steps may change the recognition
results. It is not difficult to evaluate a processing step on
its own. For example, how does one quantify the amount
of blur left? Visual evaluation is not sufficient to always
evaluate a processing step on its own since small amounts
of blur hurt OCR performance although they don’t seem to
be visually significant. Thus, a processing step which ap-
pears to enhances a few selected pages when they are exam-
ined visually may actually hurt OCR performance. Usually,
OCR engines are not trained on this material because of
the difficulty of obtaining ground-truthed training material
from books (more on that later). Thus, the performance
of the OCR engine on this material is of interest and often
different from the nominal numbers specified by the OCR
engine maker. One may also be interested in determining
whether an alternative OCR engine is better or whether an
OCR engine trained differently would improve performance
on this material. Therefore, OCR evaluation on this ma-
terial is a good proxy for determining how well the system
and its different components including the OCR perform. It
is not possible to evaluate an OCR engine accurately by
examining individual pages manually. Instead, one needs
statistical results obtained automatically on a large number
of pages, which requires automatically aligning every OCR
output character with it’s corresponding character in the
ground truth.
There are a number of challenges to automatically evalu-
ating the accuracy of the OCR over book length material.
Ground truth is very difficult to come by and would be ex-
pensive to create for this purpose. OCR engines are usu-
ally evaluated by creating a page electronically, adding syn-
thetically generated noise (see for example [8, 5]) and then
evaluating the results. However, these noise models do not
accurately reflect what happens when recognizing old books
and this approach is, therefore, not a good idea in this case.
Although authors have provided their manuscripts in elec-
tronic format for at least a decade, till recently many pub-
lishers (surprisingly) have discarded most of their electronic
versions. Instead, publishers have often created electronic
versions of books by scanning paper copies and embedding
the scanned images in pdfs 2. In any case such electronic
texts are rarely available for out of copyright texts - the
ones which cause the most problems for the system. The
only easily available source we were able to identify were the
Gutenberg texts [4] available on line. They are created by
either typing the entire book or by first scanning, then rec-
ognizing the text using an OCR and finally manually proof
reading and correcting mistakes. Thousands of electronic
books are available on line in Gutenberg. While the Guten-
berg books are freely available - since they are created from
out of copyright texts - there are significant challenges in
using them as ground truth for evaluating OCR output.
The Gutenberg texts do not preserve line or page breaks.
Thus, the ground truth text and the OCR text need to
be first aligned over the entire length of the book. This
may be viewed as similar to the sequence alignment prob-
lem discussed in a number of fields, like genomic alignment
in bioinformatics [13, 17], parallel corpus alignment in sta-
steps they may not be accurate or consistent enough for
a large digital library and one often needs to create new
preprocessing algorithms
2The electronic material often went directly to the printer
and was presumably discarded after printing
tistical machine translation [3] or aligning parallel corpora
for machine translation [9], aligning synthesized speech with
speech [12] and the alignment of speech recognition output
with video captions [7].
In this paper we present a hierarchical Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) [14] based-algorithm to align the ground truth
text and the OCR text. We demonstrate using experiments
that the approach can evaluate book length material rapidly
and accurately. The technique is language independent (the
program uses Unicode encoding). Besides evaluating the
performance of the OCR and the stages prior to that, the
algorithm has a number of other possible applications. For
example it may be used to obtain training data for OCR for
old books. The hierarchical HMM approach could also po-
tentially be modified for use in aligning book length parallel
corpora in different languages or for obtaining ground truth
in handwritten data.
On the face of it, the book alignment problem seems
straightforward but it is actually very challenging. OCR
and scanning errors, long sequences of missing or duplicated
pages make the alignment problem here challenging. Noise
such as stain, marks in the original books also cause a lot
of OCR errors. Figure 1 shows some recognition results of
passing scanned book pages through one commercial OCR
system, in which the OCR output for each word image is
printed as a red word on its right-hand corner. We can see
that because of the marks on the book by readers and the
skewness of the scanned page, the OCR engine makes a lot
of recognition errors. Although skewness is usually auto-
matically corrected, for old books the algorithms sometimes
fail. The Gutenberg ground truth text may have errors in
it. In addition, the Gutenberg text may be of a different
edition than the one scanned (in practice it turned out to
be very difficult to determine edition information despite
having bibliographic data from publishers and the library).
Often the difference between the two editions consisted of
an additional preface or introductory section. Bound books
can cause printed material to be cropped at the edge. In
the most extreme example encountered, almost every line
in a sequence of 80 pages had one word cropped. Given
that a book with 500 pages may contain more than 180,000
words or a million characters all of these problems make the
sequence alignment problem challenging.
The hierarchical alignment is necessary since directly align-
ing an entire book not only computationally intensive (a
book with 500 pages can contain more than 180K words and
1M characters) but is also prone to generating alignment
errors. Theoretically, the number of possible alignments be-
tween two sequences is exponential in the length of the se-
quences. State purging techniques like beam search could
help reduce the computation but impair the alignment pre-
cision a lot when directly aligning long sequences. Further-
more, when large chunks of books are missed or duplicated
in the OCR output, directly aligning long sequences can
mess up the whole alignment. To reduce the computation
and make the alignment robust, we propose a hierarchical
scheme for book alignment which divides the whole problem
into a set of smaller alignment problems and also supports
parallel computing. Our hierarchical alignment method ba-
sically works at three levels: at the top level, we first align
anchor words (which are unique words in ground truth and
OCR output after filtering.) over the whole book; at the
second level, the contents between anchor words are aligned
at word level; at the bottom level, the contents between ex-
actly matched words are aligned character by character. The
higher level alignment allows one to detect large chunks of
books missed or duplicated in the OCR output so the whole
alignment is more robust.
At each level, we use a HMM-based algorithm to align two
text sequences. Compared with other alignment algorithms
such as edit distance, the HMM-based alignment algorithm
constrains the alignment based on both similarities between
the two texts and also the likelihood of certain transitions
occurring. That is, there is a generative probability which
accounts for the similarity and there is a transition prob-
ability accounting for which characters are most likely to
follow the current sequence. One of the challenges in using
the HMM is that the model must be robust to rough esti-
mates of the generative probabilities since the actual OCR
confusion matrix is not available to us.
To verify our alignment algorithm, we establish a noise
model to generate synthesized OCR documents from origi-
nal documents, meanwhile recording the real alignment be-
tween them according to each operation. Then we align
synthesized OCR documents with the original ones using
our algorithm and compare the alignment results with the
real alignment in order to evaluate our alignment algorithm.
We then evaluate the performance of the algorithm on the
OCR output of a large number of books and show that the
average character and word error rates are 0.98 and 0.92
respectively.
The rest of this paper is laid out as follows. The next
section discusses the previous work done on alignment and
on OCR evaluation. Section 2 gives a detailed description of
the hierarchical alignment and the HMM based alignment
model. Section 3 describes a noise model for testing the
alignment with synthetic data followed by experiments on
synthetic and real data and the conclusion.
1.1 Related Work
Sequence alignment has been widely applied in various
domains to study the similar and different properties of
sequences from the same resource, for example, aligning
protein sequences or DNA sequences in bioinformatics and
aligning sentences from different languages in machine trans-
lation. Dynamic programming is the core of many sequence
analysis methods, e.g. dynamic time warping, edit distance
[19] and linear HMM [11]. Alshawi et al. [1] proposed an
alignment algorithm to search pairings of words from bi-
texts (source language sentences with their translations) for
machine translation, which makes use of dynamic program-
ming to learn a mapping function minimizing the total costs
of a set of pairings. Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [13] and
Smith-Waterman algorithm [17] are well-known pairwise se-
quence alignment algorithms for protein and DNA align-
ments, both of which are extensions of edit distance with
a predefined linear gap penalty and a similarity matrix to
specify the scores for aligned characters. Hobby [6] created
ground truth for OCR’s by using a machine readable de-
scription to print the document and then matching character
bounding boxes with bounding boxes derived from a scanned
image of the document. Xu et al. [21] aligned an imperfect
transcript obtained from a scanned image of a printed page
with the characters in unsegmented text image. Neither of
these are really appropriate since we do not have the ap-
proximate mapping that is required nor are we aligning im-
ages with text. HMM is a model widely used for alignment
tasks in different domains, e.g. for sequence alignment in
speech recognition [16], the alignment of synthesized speech
with speech [12], machine translation [3], aligning parallel
corpora in machine translation [9], the alignment of speech
recognition output with captions in video [7].
Krogh et al. [11] proposed to use a linear HMM as a struc-
ture generating protein sequences by a random process. It
is basically a hidden Markov chain with three kinds of state
nodes: match, insert and delete, in which all transitions and
character distance costs are position-dependent, i.e. differ-
ent distributions are associated with the same kind of states
or transitions at different positions.
Unlike Krogh’s linear HMMs, the HMM at each level of
our hierarchical alignment approach directly takes positions
as states and calculates the probability of generating a se-
quence of OCR output given any possible sequence of po-
sitions in the ground truth. That is, there is a state cor-
responding to every position in the ground truth sequence.
This structure is very similar to the HMM model proposed
by J. Rothfield et al. [15] for word by word alignment of
scanned handwritten document images with ASCII tran-
scripts. This model is not hierarchical and is not practical
for aligning large sequences. In this paper we seek to align
text to text not text to images. Given the problem and
domain differences, the transition probabilities and genera-
tive probabilities have to be and are defined differently. The
details are given in section 2.1. For the same task of hand-
writing alignment, Kornfield employs dynamic time warping
(DTW) [10] to align feature sequences extracted from word
image series with ASCII transcripts, which is essentially an
edit distance based global alignment method with deletion,
insertion and match costs uniformly defined as the dissim-
ilarity between corresponding items from two time series.
Compared with edit distance based alignment algorithm,
the HMM based alignment allows one to learn the domain
knowledge through training over aligned or even unaligned
sequences and formulate the probabilities of alignments us-
ing arbitrary distributions and is more flexible and powerful.
2. HIERARCHICAL ALIGNMENT
In this section, we describe the details of our hierarchi-
cal alignment scheme as well as the HMM-based alignment
model for text sequences. The HMM-based alignment model
doesn’t explicitly deal with the case of extra OCR output
(ie. OCR text not found in the ground truth). In the lat-
ter half of this section, we will discuss the behavior of our
alignment model when encountering extra OCR text and
introduce heuristic rules to deal with it.
The ground truth data does not have structural informa-
tion for books(e.g. line or page information) available for
hierarchical alignment. For example, the lines and pages
in the Gutenberg text do not correspond to the lines and
pages obtained from the scanned book. A straightforward
hierarchical scheme is to follow the natural structure of a
language, i.e. the sentence, word and character level. One
can first align the OCR output with the ground truth sen-
tence by sentence, then word by word, and finally character
by character. An implementation of this approach revealed a
number of problems. First, recognition errors on delimiters
for sentences (a set of punctuation) make accurate deter-
mination of sentences difficult This leads to incorrect align-
ments at the higher (sentence) level which are difficult to
Figure 2: The diagram of our hierarchical alignment framework. Step 1: align anchor words over the whole
book; Step 2: align text between anchors at word level; Step 3: align text between exactly matched words
at character level.
Figure 3: Illustration of the HMM-based Alignment Model
undo at the lower level alignment. Second, costs for similar-
ity calculation between sentences are expensive considering
the huge number of sentences (≈ 30, 000) in a book. Reduc-
ing this cost by trying to find matching sentences doesn’t
always work. In at least one book which was bound very
tightly, there so many OCR errors that it was difficult to
find even a single pair of matching sentences in 80 pages. So
instead of aligning sentences at the top level, we first align
anchor words to partition a book into smaller portions for
alignments at lower levels.
Figure 2 shows our hierarchical framework for book align-
ment. The alignment at the upper level aims at providing
a rough alignment between two sequences on a larger scale
and allows us to break up the original problem of aligning
long sequences into the problem of aligning much shorter
subsequences. These subsequences are aligned at a lower
level. Given the ground truth and the OCR output for a
book, the hierarchical approach works as follows:
1. At the top level, we look for and align a set of unique
words in order to partition an entire book into small
portions. It is done in 3 steps.
(a) we first extract all the unique words in the ground
truth, each of which occurs only once in the book,
and create a word list A which is sorted accord-
ing to the order that they appear in the book.
According to the Zipf’s law on the distribution of
word frequencies in a natural language document,
almost half of the distinct words are unique.
(b) For each unique word in the ground truth, we look
for the same words in the OCR output. Because
of OCR errors and duplicate pages, it is possi-
ble that a unique word has no correspondence or
more than one correspondence in the OCR out-
put. We, therefore, filter out those words from
the list A, which have no correspondences in the
OCR output and whose immediate neighbors do
not match. The words in the OCR text which
correspond to the filtered outputs in A form a
sorted word list B which is ordered according to
their position in the OCR text.
(c) Using our alignment model(section 2.1), we fil-
ter out those repeated correspondences caused by
redundant texts in OCR output from list B and
finally get a one to one mapping from the unique
words in the ground truth to those in the OCR
output. The unique words after filtering and align-
ment are called anchor words.
2. At the middle level, we use anchor words as boundaries
to partition the OCR output and the ground truth
of the whole book into smaller corresponding subse-
quences. Using our alignment model, we align each
pair of subsequences at the word level.
3. After word alignment, exactly matched words are di-
rectly mapped to the character level. Using exactly
matched words as boundaries, we align the texts be-
tween every pair of these boundaries at character level.
The first step in the hierarchical alignment framework is
quiet robust. Even if there are large chunks of texts missed,
reduplicated, or wrongly recognized, the anchor words can
be correctly located and aligned. After these three steps of
alignment, we finally get the character by character align-
ment between OCR output and ground truth . The next
subsection describe the details of our HMM-based alignment
model at each level of the hierarchical framework.
2.1 HMM-based Alignment Model
Hidden Markov Models(HMMs) are widely applied to se-
quence data analysis. Here, we formulate the sequence align-
ment at each level of our hierarchical framework as an in-
ference problem in a HMM. For the sake of convenience, we
use the word ”term” to denote the elements to be aligned in
the sequences, which maybe words or characters according
to whether we are performing word level alignment or char-
acter level alignment. Given two sequences, one of which
is the OCR output and the other the ground truth, we
try to find the position sequence traversed in the ground
truth which has the highest probability of generating the
OCR output. In this HMM-based alignment model, ob-
servations are OCR terms. The state space is defined as
the positions of all the terms in the ground truth sequence.
Let G =< g1, g2, . . . , gm > represent the ground truth se-
quence, O =< o1, o2, . . . , on > the OCR output sequence,
and S =< s1, s2, . . . , sn > a hidden position sequence which
is a series of indices of ground truth terms in charge of gen-
erating the OCR sequence. So each item in S is basically an
integral index to a term in the ground truth and for ∀si ∈ S,
si ≤ m. For example, if s6 = 10, that means the 6-th OCR
output term o6 is generated by the 10-th ground truth term
g10. Note n and m, i.e. the lengths of the OCR output se-
quence and the ground truth sequence, can be different. The
HMM-based alignment model estimates the joint probabil-
ity of the OCR sequence and the hidden position sequence
P (O, S) as:
P (O, S) =
nY
i=1
P (si|si−1)P (oi|si) (1)
where P (si|si−1) is the transition probability which in-
dicates the possibility of transition from one position si−1
to another si in the ground truth, and P (oi|si) the genera-
tive probability which indicates the possibility of generating
the current OCR term oi by the ground truth term at the
hidden position si.
Inference in the HMM-based alignment model requires
finding the S˜ maximizing P (O, S), i.e.:
S˜ = arg max
S
P (O, S) (2)
In our alignment model the transition probability simu-
lates the possibility of an OCR system skipping or repeating
ground truth terms, which is defined as a distribution related
to the number of skipped terms when jumping from position
si−1 to si in the ground truth. This distribution should be
subject to these facts: OCR never traverses the ground truth
backwards; OCR seldom repeats a ground truth term; The
longer the chunk of text in the ground truth that is missed,
the smaller the transition probability. According to these
constraints, the transition probability P (si|si−1) is defined
as:
P (si|si−1) =
8><
>>:
0 si < si−1
k1 si = si−1
k2 si − si−1 = 1
λe−λ(si−si−1) si − si−1 > 1
(3)
where k1 and k2 are two constants. k1 represents the
probability of two consecutive OCR output terms corre-
sponding to the same ground truth term (e.g. caused by
over-segmentation of one word into two separate parts when
aligning at the word level) . k2 is the probability the two con-
secutive ground truth terms are correctly recognized. That
is, probability that two consecutive OCR output terms are
identical to the two consecutive ground truth terms. Since
OCR accuracies are fairly high, this is the commonest case.
So k2  k1. When si − si−1 > 1 we assume that the transi-
tion probability is subjected to an exponential distribution
to accommodate the fact that the more ground truth terms
missed by the OCR, the smaller the transition probability.
Also note that when si < si−1, the probability is zero be-
cause of the fact that OCR never traverses the ground truth
backwards.
Since we don’t have aligned data from which we can learn
the distributions of transition probabilities, we empirically
select the parameters by visually checking the alignment re-
sults on two selected books from Gutenberg texts. One book
which is 145000 characters long (about 27000 words) has rel-
atively good OCR results, while the other book with 530000
characters (about 100,000 words) has relatively bad OCR re-
sults. In our experiments, k1 = 0.001, k2 = 0.8 and λ = 0.5.
We also found the alignment results are not sensitive to the
values of k1 and k2 as long as the above constraints are
satisfied.
The generative probability P (oi|si) in our alignment model
simulates the possibility of OCR wrongly recognizing a ground
truth term. This probability may be modeled using a mono-
tonic function of the similarity between the OCR term oi
and the ground truth term gsi at position si. One possi-
bility is to make it a function of edit distance or the ratio
of the number of common elements with the length of the
longer term. Using a function of edit distance makes the
algorithm very slow. For simplicity and speed, we only con-
sider whether these two terms are exactly matched or not
for word level and character level alignment, making the
generative probability a simple function, defined as:
P (oi|si) =

µ1 oi = gsi
µ2 oi 6= gsi
(4)
where µ1 is a constant representing the probability of
an OCR term exactly matching the aligned ground truth
term and µ2 a constant for the probability of not matching.
µ1  µ2 should hold to give a large penalty for recognition
errors. In the similar way for transition probabilities, we
empirically select µ1 = 0.99 and µ2 = 0.0001 through visu-
ally checking the alignment results on two selected books.
Also the alignment results are not sensitive to the specific
values of µ1 and µ2 as long as µ1  µ2 holds.
Although theoretically both the transition probability and
generative probability should be normalized to 1, a constant
factor for these probabilities doesn’t affect the choice of the
optimal alignment S˜ in equation 2.
The Viterbi algorithm [18] is used to determine the most
likely state sequence S˜ through decoding over the OCR se-
quence. Once equation 2 is solved, we get a sequence of
positions in the ground truth with the same length as the
OCR output sequence. For each OCR term, the assigned
position value indicates the ground truth term from which
it is generated. Figure 3 shows a simple example of how
HMM works for alignment at character level, where “Hi,
world!” is the ground truth sequence, and “Hl, Wridl” the
OCR output. State sequence {s1, . . . , s10} represents the
positions in the ground truth in charge of generating the
OCR output. Through Viterbi decoding on this graphical
model, one should get a position sequence of “1 2 3 4 5 7 8
9 10”. The Viterbi algorithm will find a path in the ground
truth with the least total costs for missing, repeating ground
truth terms and making recognition errors.
However, the alignment model doesn’t explicitly deal with
extra text in the OCR output, which may be caused by
repetitively scanned pages, omitted comments and annota-
tions in ground truth or/and some other reason. The state
space is defined on positions of the ground truth, so for each
term in the OCR output some ground truth term is force
aligned with it. When there is extra text in the OCR out-
put, the model tends to align them with the ground truth
term which corresponds to the OCR term prior to the extra
text in OCR output - this is due to constraints from the
Viterbi algorithm on the terms before and after the extra
text. In this case, there will be a series of repeated numbers
(positions) appearing in the alignment results.
To detect the extra text in the OCR output, a heuristic-
based post-processing step is performed after each alignment
at each level. When a continuous section of the OCR out-
put is aligned to the same term in the ground truth se-
quence, heuristic rules are used to determine which term in
this section is the real correspondence of the assigned ground
truth term and designate the others as extra materials. The
heuristic rules are as follows: If there are some terms in
this section of OCR which are exactly matched with the as-
signed ground truth term, select the first exact match as
the real correspondence and label all the others as extra. If
there are no exact matches in this section with the aligned
ground truth term, it is necessary to calculate the similari-
ties between each term in this section of OCR output with
the assigned ground truth term and the neighbors of the as-
signed ground truth term. If the similarities are lower than
some predefined threshold, this OCR term is extra.
3. VERIFICATION USING NOISE MODELS
Ground truth for the alignment between the OCR output
and book contents is difficult to acquire in the real world.
To evaluate our alignment approach, we build a noise model
which allows us to create synthesized OCR documents which
are aligned with the original documents.
We first select one electronic book as our original docu-
ment and keep a sequence of indices from 1 to the length
of the original document. The noise model repetitively does
three basic operations over the original document, which
are deletion, replacement and insertion, until the amounts
of deleted, replaced and inserted characters reached the pre-
defined criteria respectively. Following each operation, the
noise model records the real alignment between the updated
document and the original one through adjusting the indices
of the characters of the updated document in the original se-
quence, i.e. after each deletion on the text document, the
noise model also deletes the indices of the deleted characters;
for each inserted character, it inserts -1’s corresponding to
the new characters in the index sequence; it keeps the in-
dex unchanged for each replacement. The position where
each operation is implemented in the document is randomly
generated by the model. Finally, we make a synthesized
document and also keep track of the real alignment of this
document with the original one. By aligning synthesized
documents with the corresponding original ones using our
alignment approach and then comparing the alignment re-
sults with the real alignment, we evaluate the performance
of our alignment approach.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we report the experimental results of ver-
ifying our alignment approach through aligning synthesized
documents, as well as the evaluation of the performance of
one OCR system through aligning this OCR system’s output
with the ground truth for books.
4.1 Results of Alignments on Synthesized
Documents
We select one electronic book downloaded from the Guten-
berg website as our original document. This book contains
about 550K characters including white space. For simplicity,
we set the numbers of deleted, replaced and inserted char-
acters to be equal for the noise model described in section
3. We test our alignment approach on two sets of numbers
for the three kinds of operations, which are respectively 10%
and 5% of the total number of character in the original docu-
ment. For each of these two parameter settings, we generate
5 synthesized documents and record the real alignments be-
tween them and the original document. After aligning the
synthesized documents and the original document, we cal-
culate the average accuracy rate of the alignment results
for each parameter setting. The results are shown in Table
1, from which we see that even with high error rates (30%
and 15% in total respectively) between the synthesized doc-
uments and the original one, our alignment approach still
works very well.
4.2 Evaluation of OCR Performance based on
Alignment
We now use real data and align the OCR output with
ground truth from the Gutenberg texts and evaluate the
performance of the OCR system using this alignment.
4.2.1 OCR Performance Metric
According to the alignment results, each character in the
OCR output is labeled as correct, wrong, or extra and each
character in the ground truth can be labeled as correctly rec-
ognized, wrongly recognized, or missed. For some purposes,
OCR evaluation on character level may be not sufficient,
e.g. book retrieval is usually done at word level So we also
provide OCR evaluations at the word level. As for charac-
ters, OCR words can also be labeled as correct, wrong, or
extra (if and only if all the characters in that word are la-
beled as extra), and ground truth words can be labeled as as
correctly recognized, wrongly recognized, or missed (if and
only if all characters in that word are labeled as missed).
We defined two criteria to evaluate OCR performance for
both characters and words:
1. Accuracy Rate The ratio of the number of charac-
ters/words in the OCR output labeled as correct to
the number of characters/words detected by the OCR
(the sum of the number of correctly recognized char-
acters/words and the number of wrongly recognized
characters/words).
Deletion % Replacement % Insertion % Total Error % Accuracy Rate
10 10 10 30 0.953
5 5 5 15 0.980
Table 1: Performance of the alignment approach on a synthesized document. Column 4 is the sum of the
first three columns
Num Samples Average Missing Rate Average Accuracy Rate
Chars 74M 0.0546 0.9796
Words 16M 0.0490 0.9206
Table 2: OCR Performance Evaluation based on Alignment Results. Note that because of the way the
numbers are defined, the sum of columns 3 and 4 is not 1.
2. Missing Rate The ratio of the number of charac-
ters/words in ground truth sequence labeled as missed
to the total number of characters/words in ground
truth.
4.2.2 Results of OCR Performance Evaluation
Our ground truth consists of ebooks downloaded from the
Gutenberg website http://www.gutenberg.com, which con-
tains up to 17,000 free electronic books manually typed by
hundreds of volunteers. All these ebooks are in plain text
files without any layout, line or page information.
Our dataset for OCR performance evaluation consists of
147 electronic books downloaded from the Gutenberg web-
site and the outputs of the OCR engine on scanned books
which have the same author name and title with the down-
loaded electric books. After aligning every book with their
corresponding OCR outputs, we evaluate the OCR perfor-
mance using measurements defined in 4.2.1. Table 2 shows
the performance of the OCR engine on the 147 books, from
which we can see that even when the character accuracy is
very high, about 5 words are missed by this OCR engine
for every 100 ground truth words, and about 8% wrongly
recognized within those detected.
Figure 4 shows some snippets from the alignment results
for the book ”The Rights of Man” (written by “Thomas
Paine”), which correspond to the examples of OCR output
showed in figure 1. The alignment approach works very well
even when there are a lot of recognition errors.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a hierarchical alignment method
for aligning OCR output and ground truth for books. Our
hierarchical alignment approach partitions the alignment
problem for an entire book into the problem of aligning many
shorter subsequences. A HMM-based model is employed for
alignment at each level. Experimental results show that even
on OCR output with high error rate, our alignment method
works very well.
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